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From an aesthetic standpoint, Pyla Chair draws its inspiration from design
objects from the Seventies and Eighties, but reviewed in a modern key. The
result is a chair with well balanced aesthetic features that merges into every
interior and style. Special care has been given to the choice of colour: the
chair is available with bright or neutral coloured upholstery to balance the
linear design features.
Such a degree of simplicity is the result of detailed research and technical
features achieved the company longstanding experience. Overall, it is the
result of keen and extremely precise design skills: the seat frame, for
instance, is not a single unit but, instead, comprises a series of slats studied
to enhance the lightness of the frame. Upholstery is pressure mounted to
facilitate removal and replacement, when necessary.
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Pyla Chair has developed a concept for the backrest that actively support
sitting and promote movement and transpiration.
The innovative Backrest Flexible Support is a superior elastic layer
(slatted structure) that automatically conforms to distribute the proper
lumbar curve of the user body, reducing pressure points across the
large backrest. The flexible support provides an effective distribution
of weight achieving more comfort and less stress on the back and
is optionally complemented by a height adjustable lumbar support
activated by conveniently locate side control.
Further the gap between the outer shell and the inner Flexible Support
creates a ventilated space which allows air to pass through, thus
performing excellent transpiration and heat exchange characteristics.
In order to achieve optimum support for the back, the back cushions is
a soft, breathable upholstery which arches gently at the flanks of the
lumbar region to provide added support. It is available in several fabric
and leather finish to provide additional levels of choice, in texture and
color, function and cost.
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Breathable
support

Plastic adaptive
monoshell

Stackable
(3 chairs)
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